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BECOMING A WOMAN OF FREEDOM,  Cynthia Heald, Navpress (11 week bible study)  

An excellent bible study to help women do away with common hindrances to our growth and 
embrace our new life in Christ. 

 
BECOMING A WOMAN OF SIMPLICITY, Cynthia Heald, Navpress (11 week bible study) 

A wonderful bible study for the ongoing struggle women have with simply abiding in Christ.  
 
CALM MY ANXIOUS HEART:  A WOMAN’S GUIDE TO CONTENTMENT, Linda Dillow  (12 week bible study) 

This is an outstanding book on contentment and trusting God.  A must-read for women who 
want to learn the secret of contentment in order to labor in the Kingdom for the long haul.   

 
CRAZY LOVE, Francis Chan 

If you think about it, God's love is a crazy love - would you love anyone unconditionally enough 
to be so radically self-sacrificial? In Francis Chan's Crazy Love, he shares from his own personal 
experiences and calls for Christians to live a selfless, Christ-like life. This book and workbook set 
can be used individually or in a small group setting. 

 
GUARD US, GUIDE US: DIVINE LEADING IN LIFE’S DECISIONS,  J.I. Packer 

Christians want to know . . . What does God have planned for my life? Am I making the right 
decision? Am I walking in his will? Offering practical and inspirational wisdom, Packer and 
Nystrom shed biblical light on the idea of God's guidance and clarify common 
misunderstandings concerning divine leading in everyday life. Includes study questions. 
 

ESTHER, Beth Moore.  
 
THE EXCELLENT WIFE, Martha Peace 

This a detailed book that focuses on the foundational principles of the role and responsibilities 
of the godly wife.   (Our single women even enjoyed this book!)  

 
THE GODLY WOMAN, Irma Warr.  Free on www.discipleshiplibrary.com under Featured Series. 

A discipleship course specifically for women so the later chapters discuss and cover topics 
dealing with marriage, husbands, children, etc.   You can access this for free along with a 
teacher's guide and short 5-20 minute audio messages that go along with the topic.   Mrs. Warr 
recently updated her book so it is available in a spiral bound copy for $10 directly from her. 

 
GROWING IN CHRIST, Navigators 

Five basic Bible studies on beginning principles for following Christ; plus eight studies on 
principles for Christian living. Use in groups or individually. Growing in Christ helps you establish 
a firm, scriptural foundation for your life as you develop habits of Bible study and Scripture 
memory. Scripture verse cards included. Topics: •Assurance of Salvation •Victory over Sin 
•Forgiveness •Guidance •Putting Christ First •Relying on the Lord's Strength •The Importance of 
the Bible •Giving •The Church •Good Works •Witnessing 

 
A HEART THAT DANCES, REVIVE MY HEART, AND PILGRIMAGE OF THE HEART, by Catherine Martin  

(3 book series).  I started with Pilgrimage of the Heart, which is a walk through several Psalms in 
depth, with tons of cross-references, and a daily set up (in all the books) that starts with a 
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section to prepare your heart, sometimes focused on a Christian leader from the past or an 
inspirational quote. The next segment each day is the reading and studying God's Word portion, 
and that really goes in-depth and for busy ladies, can be a chance to split the day into two if you 
are squeezed for time. Then there is a section to guide you in prayer, followed by some quotes 
from devotional materials and Christian writers, with some questions for reflection, and some 
closing scripture and thoughts to guide you to meditate on the Word. A Heart that Dances 
primarily focuses on character studies each week, and Revive My Heart does an in-depth study 
of Psalm 119. I really love that these studies engage the heart and the mind, and they have 
plenty of space for writing out thoughts, not just filling in blanks. I found them challenging and 
refreshing.  

 
HELL’S BEST KEPT SECRET, Ray Comfort 

Discover the crucial key needed to unlock the unbeliever's heart. If you are experiencing 
evangelical frustration over lost souls, unrepentant sinners, and backslidden "believers," then 
look no further. This radical approach could be the missing dimension needed to win our 
generation to Christ. 

 
I’M NOT GOOD ENOUGH – AND OTHER LIES WOMEN TELL THEMSELVES,  Sharon Jaynes 

Nobody loves me. I'd be happier married to someone else. Without an education, I'll always be 
behind. Are you hostage to similar deceptive thoughts? Battle those falsehoods with truth from 
God's Word! Join popular author and speaker Jaynes as she confronts 40 common lies that we 
tell ourselves. Includes a Bible study for groups. 

 
JAMES, Warren Wiersbe  

Not everyone who grows old, grows up. There is a difference between age and maturity. James' 
letter was written to Christian Jews scattered throughout the Roman Empire. One of the major 
problems in the church was a failure on the part of many to live what they professed to believe. 
They also had problems with divisions caused by careless words. And many were dealing with 
worldliness. These Christians simply weren't growing up! 

 
JOHN: THAT YOU MAY BELIEVE by Kathleen Buswell Nielson.  

The study is solid, Word-based and unwraps John 20:30-31 (Now Jesus did many other signs in 
the presence of his disciples, which are not written in this book; but these are written that you 
might believe that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God, and that by believing you will have life in 
His name.) Believe is the key word as study questions flesh out how Jesus revealed Himself-- the 
Bread of Life, the Lamb of God, the Light of the World, the Good Shepherd, the Gate/Door, the 
Resurrection and the Life, the Way, Truth and the Life, the True Vine. Study requires about 6 
mos., we spread it over an academic year and completed selected questions for each lesson.  

 
LIFE IN MOTION, Ruth Van Ryken and Amy Casteel 

Ever since Adam and Eve had to leave the Garden of Eden, humans have had to deal with the 
reality of making transitions. In Life in Motion, we discover that people who made transitions in 
ancient times responded in remarkably similar ways to moving as we do today. Through the 
stories of those who did it long ago, this study offers insight into the normal stages of transition 
and how we often respond during each stage.  Life in Motion not only helps us understand 
transition, but gives advice for how we can grow through it with strength and hope. 

 
 
 
 



LIVING BEYOND YOURSELF: EXPLORING THE FRUIT OF THE SPIRIT, Beth Moore. 
 Through this study you'll come to appreciate the supernatural aspects of the fruit and that you 
cannot grow, learn, or produce the fruit on your own. Beth challenges you to develop the fruit 
by maintaining an intimate relationship with the Spirit of God. 

 
THE MASTER PLAN OF EVANGELISM, Robert Coleman.  

It all started when Jesus called a few men to follow him and share God's message with their 
neighbors. We are called to do the same. But evangelism can be difficult - even intimidating. 
With all the evangelism resources available, where should you turn to find advice on how to 
share the Good News with others? Robert E. Coleman looks to the Bible, to the ultimate 
example found in Jesus Christ.  For more than forty years this classic, biblical look at evangelism 
has challenged and instructed over three million readers. 

 
OVERCOMING THE ENEMY, Charles Stanley 

Your greatest enemy is Satan and he is behind the temptations and battles you face each day. In 
Overcoming the Enemy, Dr. Charles Stanley sheds light on the nature of our enemy and exposes 
many of the tactics he uses to bring heartache and sorrow. Learn to fight back using the 
weapons of spiritual warfare made available to us through Jesus Christ and the power of the 
Holy Spirit. 10 Lessons. 

 
PARENTING: LOVING OUR CHILDREN WITH GOD’S LOVE, Life Guides series 

Parenting is hard work, full of tough choices and new situations. And many voices compete with 
ours for our children's attention. In a rapidly changing world, how can we parent in a way that 
will cause our children to love Christ deeply and live for him? These studies by Richard Patterson 
Jr. address nine parenting challenges, pointing us directly to time-tested truth from Scripture 
that helps us raise our children with wisdom and joy. 

 
THE POWER OF A WOMAN’S WORDS, Sharon Jaynes 

A woman's words can be used for good or evil. By choosing words that build instead of destroy, 
you can encourage your spouse, children, friends, coworkers, and family. Using examples from 
the Bible, Sharon Jaynes shows how women influenced those around them - some positively 
and others negatively. By learning to control the tongue, your relationships with others will 
flourish! 

 
RADICAL: TAKING BACK YOUR FAITH FROM THE AMERICAN DREAM, David Platt 

Take a transforming journey in authentic discipleship. As the pastor of a large and wealthy 
congregation, David Platt began to see a discrepancy between the reality of his Church and the 
way Jesus said His followers lived. In Radical Platt examines how American Christianity has 
manipulated the gospel to fit our cultural preferences and challenges readers to rediscover the 
path. Also a 21-Day Guide to Going Radical is available for download. 

 
REAL-LIFE DISCIPLESHIP, EQUIPPING DISCIPLES WHO MAKE DISCIPLES,  Jim Putman, et al. 

What's the most effective way to make disciples? By following this step-by-step game plan! 
Designed to equip small groups to multiply followers of Christ, this 12-week course helps you 
assess spiritual maturity, understand what it means to be an intentional leader, learn how Jesus 
used relationships purposefully, discover how the training process works, and more. 
 

THE RESOLUTION FOR WOMEN, Priscilla Shirer, Lifeway 
Following the movie “Courageous”, this study inspires women with intentional, spirit-filled living 
from three unique angles. Section one, titled, "This Is Who I Am," helps a woman define herself 



as "authentically me, purposefully feminine, surprisingly satisfied, and faithfully His." Section 
two, "This Is What I Have," invites her to value "my best, my blessing, my honor, and my heart." 
And Section three, "This Is What Matters To Me," focuses on joyfully honoring God as a wife, 
mother, and family member while resolving to live with the grace that leaves a godly legacy. 

 
REVELATION, Beth Moore.   
 
ROMANS, Max Lucado 
 
RUTH, Kelly Minter, Lifeway.  

A women's Bible study of Ruth's journey of unbearable loss, redeeming love, and divine legacy. 
This 6-week study delves into the virtuous character of Ruth, her unique relationship with her 
mother-in-law Naomi, and her blossoming love with Boaz. If you've ever felt devastated, 
struggled as a stranger, longed to be loved, or wept along the way, you'll find a loyal sister in 
Ruth. This study includes stories, recipes, interactive Web site extras, and free bonus videos. 

 
SEARCH FOR SIGNIFICANCE, Robert McGee 

Learn how to see your worth through God's eyes, step off the "performance treadmill," and 
discover, through insightful self-inventory exercises, how four false beliefs have kept you from 
the joy of abundant life in Christ. 

 
THE STORY, Zondervan, 31 weeks. 

It's published by Zondervan, and about 85-90% is scripture. It attempts to tell the entire story of 
the Bible chronologically. Obviously, parts are left out, but as we've gone through the text, I've 
been able to telescope in and out, showing God's upper story, but also zooming in on the lower 
story, what God's plan looks like in the here and now. It looks like an unplanned pregnancy, it 
looks like loss, like moving to another country, like betrayal, etc . . . but then being able to look 
at God's whole plan for humanity and see how our lower story has a place in God's upper story, 
it has been a true joy. We have baby Christians all the way up to "been a Christian forever" types 
in the class and we've all grown so much, as we look at God's overall plan, and see His tender 
care for each individual within that vast, sweeping, eternal story.  

 
YOUR SCARS ARE BEAUTIFUL TO GOD: FINDING PEACE AND PURPOSE IN THE HURTS OF YOUR PAST, 
Sharon Jaynes 

Physical scars represent a story, a moment in one's life, and they show others that there is a 
history of healing. Author Sharon Jaynes shares with women how their internal scars marks from 
past hurts and mistakes also represent a story of restoration. Encouraging chapters, 
inspirational stories, godly wisdom, and a Bible study guide lead readers to give their wounds to 
the One who sees their beauty and who turns hurts into hope. 

 
www.discipleshiplibrary.com  has been the best resource for me this year.   I have been relistening to 
message like 'Born to Reproduce' by Dawson Trotman and 'How to Change Your Thought Patterns' by 
George Sanchez.    Also, Irma Warr has very good messages specifically for women like 'Fruitful Vine.'   
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